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July 31, 2014 
 
 
Dear Clients: 
 
We recently updated the software for the Interface, Hospital, SNF, ESRD, HHA, RHC, Hospice, CORF/CMHC, 
OPO, CHDR and LTCIR systems. The primary reason for this update is to implement CMS changes, repair 
software issues, and implement additional features. 
 
 
Interface, MCRIF32, version 1.55.0.1 
  
PI Viewer - Updated the PI Viewer to use the system-defined Adobe Acrobat Reader rather than depending 
on compatibility with older Adobe Acrobat Reader versions. (D001-00-009480) 
  
  
Hospital, 2552-10, version 5.5.155.0 
   
Calculations - Added the FFY 2012 SSI ratios. (D001-00-009381) 
   
Calculations - Corrected the calculation for Worksheet E, Part A line 47 when the provider went from MDH 
to SCH status during a calendar year 2013. (D001-00-009457) 
  
Calculations - Corrected DSH calculation on E, Part A for 410A Demo providers. Also, added to Worksheet E, 
Part H a line 100 to indicate if the worksheet should be used in the transfer calculation to E, Part A. (D001-
00-009461) (D001-00-009466) (D001-00-009493) 
  
Calculations - Automated the transfer of Worksheet E, Part H line 13 to Worksheet E-2 line 16.50. E-2 line 
16.50 is now a hard-coded line for the 410A Demo provider. (D001-00-009465) 
  
Calculations - Modified the calculation of Worksheet A-8 to validate the hard-code cost center line 
references so that they will be corrected in the event the user changed them by pasting data from an 
external source. (D001-00-009485) 
  
Calculations - Corrected calculation on Worksheet L, Part I for 410A Demo providers. (D001-00-009494) 
  
Calculations - Corrected calculation of Worksheet I-1 lines 23 and 25 for reports ending 12/31/2012. (D001-
00-009504) 
 
CMS Directive - Updated the calculation of Worksheet E-3, Part V lines 21 and 22 per CMS Directive. (D001-
00-009405) 
   
CMS Directive - Modified the data definition of Worksheet D-1 line 81 to 7 digits rather than 6, per CMS 
Directive. (D001-00-009486) 
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ECR Export - Added "type 5" records to the ECR file to indicate the actual statistic codes used in the cost 
report. (D001-00-003590) 
  
ECR Export - Corrected the export of Worksheet S-2, Part I line 107 column 2 to the ECR file. (D001-00-
009427) 
  
Edits - Corrected erroneous HFS edit 936 for phantom accumulated cost override on Worksheet B-1. (D001-
00-009460) 
  
Edits - Modified edit 10010E for short-period reports that do not overlap 10/01 so the edit will not trigger 
erroneously for the relationship between W/S S-2 line 22.01 column 2 and W/S E, Part A lines 35.00 and 
35.01 column 2. (D001-00-009529) 
  
Forms - Added automatic calculations for simple sub-totals and totals on some worksheets so that these 
totals would change during data entry. (D001-00-009291) 
  
Forms - Added an override for Worksheet E-3, Part VII line 9 for all inclusive providers for Medicaid 
purposes. (D001-00-009329) 
  
Help - Updated help for Worksheet E, Part A line 47 per CMS Directive. (D001-00-009384) 
  
Help - Corrected displaying of proper CMS instruction help content when viewing Worksheet I-1 or I-2. 
(D001-00-009505) 
  
Management Reports - Modified the management reports to print the data line "flag" on both the right and 
the left of the line for greater clarity. (D001-00-009397) 
  
Management Reports - Added a One Cost Center Comparison Report to compare one cost center on several 
worksheets. (D001-00-009398) 
  
PS&R - Added the total statistic amount for the user-defined statistics. (D001-00-009251) 
  
PS&R - Corrected the sort order of the Difference Report when the worksheets assignments were changed. 
(D001-00-009352) 
  
PS&R - Corrected the reverse adjustments being applied to Worksheet S-7 when the report has both a SNF 
and S/B SNF provider. (D001-00-009441) 
  
PS&R - Corrected PS&R assignments for Worksheet I-5 for calendar year providers. (D001-00-009491) 
  
PS&R - Modified the exporting of adjustments to W/S I-5 to always have an action of Replace. (D001-00-
009492) 
  
PS&R - Corrected the DRG assignment for cost reports beginning fiscal year 10/1/2013. (D001-00-009526) 
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PS&R - Added assignment for Swing Bed SNF days to D-1 line 10 to go with the S-3 Pt I assignment. (D001-
00-009535) 
  
  
SNF, 2540-10, version 5.19.155.0 
  
CMS Directive - Modified the calculation of sequestration per CMS Directive. (D001-00-009389) 
  
ECR Export - Added "type 5" records to the ECR file to indicate the actual statistic codes used in the cost 
report. (D001-00-003591) 
  
Edits - Removed HFS edit 999 for Worksheet E, Part I line 28.99. (D001-00-009396) 
  
PS&R - Modified PS&R to not apply Part B sequestration as this is now always computed. Also, Part A 
sequestration will not be applied for cost reporting periods beginning on or after 4-1-13. (D001-00-009409) 
 
  
ESRD, 265-11, version 3.2.155.0 
  
Calculations - Corrected the calculation of Worksheet E, Part I line 12 when not 100% federal. (D001-00-
009383) 
  
Calculations - Modified the calculation of Worksheet D, column 1 to automatically transfer from Worksheet 
C when Worksheet C is entered but Worksheet D has not been entered. (D001-00-009428) 
  
ECR Export - Added "type 5" records to the ECR file to indicate the actual statistic codes used in the cost 
report. (D001-00-003592) 
  
Edits - Corrected erroneous edit 1025A issuing for individual reclassifications being out of balance. (D001-00-
009379) 
  
Management Reports - Corrected matching of statistics in Management Report 85. (D001-00-009415) 
   
  
HHA, 1728-94, version 16.15.155.0 
  
Edits - Corrected erroneously issuing edit 109 (CMS edit 2110S) being issued as a HCRIS Consistency edit. 
(D001-00-009533) 
  
PS&R - Added the assignment for Sequestration (SEQ) for PS&R reports 340 & 342 to D Pt II line 26 col 2. 
(D001-00-009520) 
  
  
RHC, 222-92, version 11.19.155.0 
  
AAI - Corrected exporting of data from the AAI to Worksheets B-1 and C. (D001-00-009387) 
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Edits - Corrected erroneous edit 6010A issuing for subscripts of cost center line 60. (D001-00-009464) 
  
  
Hospice, 1984-99, version 9.44.155.0 
  
Edits - Corrected edit 1020S to properly issue when the state indicated for the provider does not match the 
provider number. (D001-00-009459) 
  
Forms - Corrected typographical error on Worksheet S-1 line 3. (D001-00-009489) 
  
  
CORF/CMHC, 2088-92, version 9.14.155.0 
  
Edits - Added edits to ensure that a report marked as a no/low utilization report could not be filed 
improperly due to inappropriately opened worksheets. (D001-00-009455) 
  
  
OPO, 216-94, version 5.22.155.0 
 
The system was updated to maintain compatibility with the Interface. 
 
  
CHDR, version 39.12.155.0 
  
Edits - Corrected the displaying of edits when the total number of edits exceeded 100. (D001-00-009435) 
  
Edits - Added enhanced edit detail to most edits. (D001-00-009499) 
  
Forms - Corrected typographical error on Page 4, Column 7. (D001-00-009488) 
  
  
LTCIR, version 37.5.155.0 
  
Edits - Corrected typographical error in HFS edit 46. (D001-00-009413) 
  
Edits - Corrected the displaying of edits when the total number of edits exceeded 100. (D001-00-009426) 
  
Edits - Added enhanced edit detail to most edits. (D001-00-009500) 
  
 


